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Abstract
With the increased energy demands which are needed to fuel the human development
and economic growth we also observe a trend for global environmental problems caused
by burning fossil fuels. Tackling problems like global warming would mean either tapping
into the large CO2 emitters and having them shift to renewable energy alternatives or
motivating change on the level of individuals which would lead to a general reduction in
energy consumption.
This thesis features an online experiment with 320 participants, recruited through
Amazon Mechanical Turk, who were randomly assigned to either an environmental or
an economic frame, and performed tasks on energy-related investments, risk elicitation
and environmental preferences (by framing we mean controlling the formulation of the
decision problem). The main purpose of the experiment was to examine the effects of
framing on the decision-making processes of households in regards to energy investments.
The results we obtained with 90 and 99% confidence p rovide e vidence t hat framing
does have an effect on investment choices, moreover we have also observed that environmental concern is an important predictor of households’ investments. Going beyond our
main hypothesis, we have conducted some exploratory analysis of the data which highlighted a great potential for the scientific m ethod w ithin t he d omain o f energy-related
investments.
Finally, the results from our experiment suggest that framing could be a successful
instrument in the hands of those working with policy-making and communication.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This section introduces the research topic. It consists of the background and problematization of the research area, describes motivations underlying our study and finally,
we provide an outline for the rest of this thesis.

1.1

Background and context

United Nations’ (UN) Agenda 2030 for Sustainable development, which was announced
in 2015, provides a globally recognized action plan with 17 goals across different domains
for the world to undergo a transformation into a more sustainable system integrating
economic, social, and environmental development. This thesis work touches upon the
area of work of the three of these development goals, namely climate change, energy, and
sustainable consumption.
With the prediction from the UN that by 2050 the world population will grow by 34%
and as much as 70% of that population will be urban (European Green Capital 2018),
there will be an ever-increasing need for energy in order to upkeep the economies, and
at the same time to feed, educate, and employ the future citizens. Given that energy
is one of the prerequisites for human development and economic growth, some studies
stress that the total primary energy demand calculated for countries with a high Human
Development Index (HDI) is underestimated considering that an increasing amount of
energy is consumed worldwide for the production of international trade goods (Arto et al.
2016). Moreover, Arto et al. (2016) state that lifting the living standards of less developed
countries would imply a significant increase in energy use rates globally. It is argued
that only a substantial enhancement or even over-delivery on current intended nationally
determined contributions on the part of the developed countries can make it theoretically
feasible to meet the target of keeping the global warming below 2 degrees Celsius (Hickel
2018; Rogelj et al. 2016). Other studies also support this statement, confirming a robust
positive correlation between per-capita income and energy consumption (Steckel et al.
2013). It is evident that individual consumption and the choices evolving around accepted
life-styles have become one of the contributors to climate change (Pachauri et al. 2014).
1
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In fact, even countries like Sweden, which are perceived as those leading the sustainability
change and ranking as high as number 5 in the Environmental Performance Index 2018
(Yale News 2018), appear at the top of the list of countries when it comes to their
ecological footprint per capita because of the high imports of goods produced using
fossil energies. The index by the Global Footprint Network (Global Footprint Network
2018) puts Sweden close with Qatar, Luxembourg, United Arab Emirates, Mongolia,
Kuwait, United States, Canada and Denmark. Sweden would need 6.6 globes for people
to continue living like they do now, compared to the global mean of 1.7.
Some possible ways of reducing the global energy problems, i.e. global warming
caused by the greenhouse effects from burning fossil fuels, would imply either tapping
into the large CO2 emitters, which are represented by industries and businesses, and
having them shift to using some renewable energy alternatives, or motivating individuals
to take up behaviors or make decisions that would lead to a general reduction in energy
consumption. At the same time as we observe a steady development of technologies
which are energy efficient or use renewable energy, reducing the energy consumption on
the level of households still remains a promising area for research. Energy consumption
by households is one of the most significant domains of energy use in Western countries
(Eurostat 2018). Hence, no matter how good the technological advancement is, it is still
up to the individual to decide whether to make some home renovations or behavioral
changes that will lead to a decrease in energy consumption. However, making renovations can be costly, both in terms of time and finances, and relearning energy inefficient
behaviors, such as turning off lights or avoiding energy consumption during peak hours,
can be difficult.

1.2

Purpose of the study

Given what was said above, we were motivated to explore how it is possible to encourage
people to make energy-related investments, which, if done on a large scale, could potentially help to tame the current global warming trends. We have designed an experiment
in such a way that it addressed typical homeowners, which live in detached houses and
which by making some renovations/investments had a possibility to decrease both the
energy bill they received and the CO2 emissions that their household produced. We
argue that being able to "nudge" people to invest opens new opportunities for energy
policy-making and can have long-term implications.
Taking into consideration the importance of the sustainable consumption of resources
in general, and energy in particular, this thesis has focused on identifying possibilities to
decrease energy consumption of households through encouraging energy-related investments. More precisely, we are interested to see whether we would observe any differences
in the willingness to invest in energy-saving technologies depending on the wording that
people are presented with. Sometimes even simple low-cost interventions can translate
into noticeable results on a country level. For example, a study in the U.S. evaluating the
effect of social norms on energy conservation has achieved a reduction in energy consumption of about 2% through adding very little text to the energy bills people received by
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post (Allcott 2011). Considering the low cost of such intervention, a 2% energy reduction
yields significant savings when extrapolated to the national or international level.
Consequently, we have focused on two types of formulations - an economic and an
environmental call to action. The study has used an online experiment as a method in
order to be able to draw conclusions with a clear scientific understanding.

1.3

Research Question

The main research question of this study is whether there are "framing" effects which
come into play and influence the decision-making process of households in regards to
energy investments (for more information on "framing" please see the subsection 2.2 at
the page 8).
In this study we are testing the following hypothesis:
• We expect to observe differences between the treatments (economic and environmental framing) in their energy-related investments.

1.4

Disclaimer on thesis contributions

This thesis was written in collaboration with Mike Farjam, Dr.rer.pol, and Regina Converso. Dr.rer.pol is a Lecturer at Linnaeus University and programmed the experiment in
oTree (Chen et al. 2016a) Regina Converso is a Master’s student from Turino University
and co-created the experimental design with the intention of using the data in her thesis
as well.
The rest of the work was done by the author herself, and the use of the personal
pronoun "we" is common practice in the scientific literature.

1.5

Thesis Outline

In Chapter 2 we first situate the thesis within the broader set of literature on the topic
of energy use and investments in energy-related technologies within the frame of environmental policy. We briefly discuss the factors having an influence on these domains and
provide an operationalization of the main terms used in the thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology section. We first provide an outline of the different types of experimental methods and our motivation for using the online experiment,
then we describe the research design and conclude the chapter with methodological limitations and ethical considerations. Our methodology is an online experiment using a
crowd-sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk for collecting the data.
In Chapter 4 we present the overview of the data and tools used in the study, followed
by the explanations of the manipulations with the dependent and independent variables.
Later we introduce and analyze the cumulative probit and generalized linear models with

4
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and without control variables that we used to test our hypothesis and an exploratory
analysis of the data going beyond our main hypothesis.
Chapter 5 presents the main summary and the discussion of the results we obtained
when analyzing the data, as well as a reflection on the limitations and methodological approaches taken in this thesis. In this chapter we suggest some ideas for future research by
considering methodological modifications which could make the effect on the dependent
variable more clear. We also offer some approaches for robustness checks.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter we present previous research on energy consumption withing the frame
of environmental policy. Generally, energy-related research puts two main issues in focus:
explaining the decision-making process around the investment decisions and exploring the
possibilities for promoting such investments (Kastner and Stern 2015). In this chapter
we will briefly discuss the factors which have an effect on investments in energy-related
technologies and energy use, discuss the main theoretical concepts used for the design
of our research, namely risk preferences and framing, and finally, discuss some of the
psychological effects which make doing environment-related research rather difficult.

2.1

Energy use and energy investments

Investments in energy-related technologies
Kastner and Stern (2015) provide an extensive review of the existing research within the
topic of energy-relevant investments of households analyzing 26 empirical studies. They
conclude that among the most important factors which contribute to explaining whether
a household will invest in an energy-related technology are:
• income
• the availability of financial support for investments
• location of residence
• variables related to expected consequences (for and beyond the household)
• subjective investment-related knowledge
In line with these conclusions Martínez-Espiñeira et al. (2014) argue that income is
a strong predictor of the household’s decision to adopt efficient appliances. In addition,
they postulate in their analysis of the results that providing socio-demographically tailored informational campaigns can lead to direct and indirect (e.g. spillover) effects on
5
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households’ behaviors. Since energy-related investment can also take a form of renovating an older dwelling, we would like to mention recent research by Bravo et al. (2019)
which analyzed the main reasons underlying house renovations. The authors conclude
that the willingness to renovate was mainly driven by the demographic background of
participants and age of the house.
Factors influencing energy use
While traditionally it is the financial factors which are being manipulated by the governments in order to motivate people to conserve energy, the consumption of a household can
also depend on the cultural and social norms, gender, values, identity and status (Stern
et al. 2016). The importance of these socio-demographic factors has been highlighted
in a number of studies which focused on household energy consumption. For example,
Lutzenhiser (1993) argues that energy consumption variation can be up to 300% with a
number of factors coming into play – cultural, ethnical, family size, and income to name
a few. In a study on energy savings in Swedish households, Martinsson et al. (2011)
states that age, homeownership, and household income are some of the main predictors
of energy consumption practices. Moreover, by comparing high-income households with
those residing in apartment blocks, the researchers concluded that income seems to also
have an effect on environmental attitudes.
Shove (2003) insists that the patterns of resource consumption are largely affected
by those routines and habits which are generally inconspicuous, individuals rely on what
is considered “normal” in terms of practices of comfort, cleanliness, and convenience.
Along the same lines, Hirsch and Silverstone (2003) have developed a concept called
“moral economy” of the household which stresses the importance of the social and cultural
practices typical of those homes. The term relates to the domestication of technology,
and is comprised of the rituals, habits, and politics of the particular household which
constitute a cultural and a social unit. According to Hirsch and Silverstone (2003, p.18),
moral economies “...are defined and informed by a set of cognitions, evaluations and
aesthetics, which are themselves defined and informed by the histories, biographies and
politics of the household and its members” . Another notion which emphasizes culturally
defined energy consumption patterns, namely “cultural energy services”, is introduced by
Wilhite et al. (1996). It describes the culturally significant practices and habits which
point out cross-national differences in heating, lighting, and water use, hence, the energy
consumption choices are different in cultures like Japan, where people consume a lot of
water, and Norway, where a lot of importance is stressed on light.
As we see, there are many factors which shape the household energy consumption
and their decisions to invest in energy-saving technologies. Energy becomes highly embedded into the social and cultural practices of a household, which in turn can add up
to culture-specific patterns of consumption. While people usually do not reflect on their
choice architecture because their habits are highly routinized and are culturally and socially defined, it is difficult to find some "one fits all" approach for communicating and
promoting energy conservation behaviors. Moreover, some more normative, structural
reasons, such as income and expected consequences, play a significant role in decision-
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making regarding energy-efficient investments.

2.2

Operationalization of the main terms

Environmental concern and behavior
Many socio-demographic questionnaires measure one’s environmental concern by asking
people to provide a self-report on how concerned they are. However, it has been proved
that the relationship between people’s factual knowledge, their attitudes towards environment, and the actual behavior that they manifest is not direct. Therefore, we would
like to mention a theory of planned behavior, developed by Ajzen (1991) which introduces
three main concepts:
1. Attitudes toward the behavior (behavior beliefs)
2. Subjective norms (normative beliefs)
3. Perceived behavioral control (control beliefs)
According to Ajzen (1991), these belief components further translate into individual
intentions, and depending on the actual control possessed by the individual, determines
the behavioral performance of the person. Therefore, the control that the individual
has at hand plays a significant role in determining whether their intentions will result in
actual behaviors.
This complex phenomenon brings us to several puzzling effects which deal with and
individuals attitudes and the way they translate into behaviors. Here we would like
to mention a rebound effect of energy efficiency and sustainable consumption – when
sometimes an improved energy efficiency leads to an increase in energy consumption
(Herring et al. 2009) and an “attitude-behavior gap” which illustrates that despite the
increasing public interest in sustainability and positive consumer attitudes, the behavioral
patterns of people are rather inconsistent with their attitudes (Vermeir and Verbeke
2006). Another phenomenon that has been discussed within the domain of environmental
research is the low-cost hypothesis which states that one’s environmental concern has an
effect on environmental behavior mostly in the contexts when such behavior has low cost
or inconvenience for an individual (Diekmann and Preisendörfer 2003). The authors add
that in situations where the behavioral costs are increasing we observe a curtailment of
the effects that environmental concern has on environmental behavior.
A similar intention-behavior gap is observed in the area of so-called "ethical consumerism" (Carrington et al. 2014). According to the author, the way people translate
their intentions into behavior is orchestrated by the prioritization of the ethical concerns
that they have, which in turn have an influence on people’s habits, commitment, and
sacrifices.

8
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Decision framing
Framing is a theoretical concept central to our research which in essence means that
within a decision context one can present the same option in different ways without
changing its meaning while at the same time influence the perception of this option and
one’s willingness to choose it. Tversky and Kahneman (1981b, p.453) who are considered
one of the central figures within the psychology of choice, refer to the decision frame
as “the decision maker’s conception of acts, outcomes, and contingencies associated with
a particular choice. The frame that a decision-maker adopts is controlled partly by the
formulation of the problem and partly by the norms, habits, and personal characteristics
of the decision maker”. A classical example of decision framing is a so-called "Asian
disease problem", presented in Tversky and Kahneman (1981a). It outlines two groups
of subjects with different framing of the policy where 600 human lives are at stake. One
group has to decide whether to choose between saving 200 people for certain or having a
one-third probability of saving 600. For the other group similar problem was formulated
in the negative context, such that subjects have to choose between two policies where
either 400 die for certain or 600 die with probability of two-thirds. For the positively
phrased framing the certain option was preferred, whereas the risky option was adopted
in the negative context.
When it comes to using framing in environmental research domain, we find that it can
allow us to test hypotheses and produce implications for developing policies and communication strategies (McCright et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2016b). It has also been shown
that emphasizing different benefits, namely monetary and environmental, associated with
engaging in energy-saving programs may lead to variances in willingness to enroll in such
programs (Schwartz et al. 2015). According to the author, adding external incentives to
an intrinsically motivating task has produced a contradictory effect and decreased the
engagement in energy conservation programs.
The concept of framing has been used in the design of our experiment to investigate its
effect on energy-related decisions. Despite the fact that we try to differentiate between
the two frames and separate people’s intrinsic (environmental concern) and extrinsic
(monetary savings) motivations, in a real world scenario of a household it is impossible
to disentangle economic and environmental benefits because decreasing the consumption
will bring down the energy bill. However, a policy maker can strategically choose to
emphasize one of the two frames which would lead to a more effective energy-saving
programs design and communication.
Risk preferences
Since our experiment requires subjects to choose between investment decisions with various expected outcomes, it is important to take into account the specifics of human
decision making under uncertainty. Those specifics are described by "prospect theory",
which is a field in cognitive psychology that studies decision making when risk is involved.
Prospect theory was first presented in Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and argues that
people base their investment decisions on potential losses and gains instead of evaluating
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the final outcome. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) show that people tend to under weigh
outcomes that are merely probable in comparison with outcomes that are obtained with
certainty, even though they have similar expected values. The discovered certainty and
isolation effects are further incorporated in the alternative utility function, which assigns
values to gains and losses instead of expected outcomes and replaces probabilities with
decision weights. Prospect theory has received wide support in various fields, especially
economics, and has become a standard approach for designing experiments that involve
investment decisions.
The seminal paper by Holt and Laury (2002) introduces a widely acknowledged
methodology to measure participants’ risk preferences in experiments that involve investment decisions. The authors have confirmed, with a simple lottery-choice experiment,
that participants’ utility functions are not linearly related to the investment amounts due
to the presence of risk aversion.
It appears that behaviour of an experiment participant differs when facing hypothetical choices compared to the behaviour in the experiment setup with real payoffs.
Apparently, subjects tend to underestimate their risk aversion due to the fact that they
cannot objectively imagine their behaviour under high-incentive conditions. This finding highlights the risk of accepting a simplifying assumption of risk neutrality for an
experiment setup that involves investment decisions.
The method of measuring risk aversion proposed by Holt and Laury (2002) has become a standard approach in economic experiments due to its transparency to subjects,
incentives elicitation as well as the fact that it can be easily integrated in various experiment frameworks to account for risk aversion (Maier and Rüger 2010). It is also
praised for its ability of capturing differences in individual risk preferences and identifying treatment effects (Charness et al. 2013). However, some of the main limitations of
this method are that the inferences from this measure can be influenced by order effects
and value ranges (Drichoutis and Lusk 2016) and therefore introduce some possible bias
to the analysis. Moreover, the results obtained by the HL method are also said to be
susceptible to low mathematical skills of players (Reynaud and Couture 2012; Dave et al.
2010).

10
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Chapter 3
Methodology

This section describes the methodological considerations in this thesis. We will first
provide an overview of the experiment as the research method, then explore the characteristics of the online experiment and, finally, focus on a special case of MTurk for
conducting online experiments. Consequently, we include research design and procedures, describing in detail several parts of the experiment together with the justification
of operationalizations. Lastly, we discuss internal and external validity of the chosen
method and ethical implications.

3.1

Method: Experiment

An experiment presupposes having a dependent (a variable of interest that the researcher
would be observing) and an independent variable (the one that the researcher is controlling). The researcher will manipulate the independent variable to attempt to observe a
change in the dependent variable. Some of the key design quality concepts related to experimental research are external and internal validity. By external validity we understand
the ability to generalize the results we obtained from the research across other stimuli,
contexts and populations. Internal validity, according to Bhattacherjee (2012) implies
causality and refers to being able to determine whether the change that we observe in
the dependent variable was caused by the corresponding manipulation of explanatory
variable and not by some external factors. The author also stresses some underlying
conditions which have to be met in order to postulate causality between dependent and
independent variables:
1. Covariation of cause and effect
2. Temporal precedence: cause must precede effect in time
3. No plausible alternative explanation
11
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In other words, one of the requirements of an experiment is controlling the levels of the
independent variables before measuring the levels of a respective dependent variable in
order to be able to apply the method of difference and disentangle the cause and effect
(Webster Jr and Sell 2014).
When speaking about experiments, a laboratory design is considered to be the "golden
standard" because of its high internal validity (Thye 2014). The possibility of creating
such a controlled decision environment makes up one of the biggest advantages of an
experiment, artificiality, and allows us to prove causality (Falk and Heckman 2009). By
randomly assigning participants to the conditions of the experiment with a sufficiently
large sample, we do expect all groups to have no systematically different participants.
However, laboratory experiments are criticized for their problems in regards to generalizability and inability to simulate all the complexities of the real world which stem from the
their artificial nature, limited sample size and being over represented by undergraduate
students.
In the case of our research we tried to identify whether the particular frame had an
effect on investments in energy efficient technologies and created an environment where
we could manipulate our independent variable (the frame) and control for the spurious
effects. In the following sections we will introduce and describe the notion of doing
experiments online.

3.2

Online Experiment

Compared to laboratory experiments, web studies provide an opportunity to obtain a
larger sample and hence offer higher statistical power, and usually a sample from a more
representative group of potential participants, which improves the external validity of a
given research (Birnbaum 2004). Because of the nature of being internet-based, online
experiments offer an opportunity to conduct cross-cultural experiments in a short amount
of time (Hergueux and Jacquemet 2015). Some other advantages associated with web
studies are:
• One does not need a physical laboratory to conduct an experiment
• Relatively low cost per participant
• Easier recruitment as compared to traditional experiments
• A possibility to streamline and automate the actual experiment decreasing potential
interference of an experimenter
Despite all its advantages online experiment as a method is still a subject to a fair
amount of criticism including demographic heterogeneity, noise caused by technical variations, the risk of self-selection and dropout (Birnbaum 2004; Dandurand et al. 2008).
However, following Dandurand et al. (2008), who was comparing online and lab methods
in a problem-solving experiment, and Reips (2002), who provided an overview of other
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studies contrasting the two methods, the similarity between results in laboratory and on
the web attests to the reliability of online experiments.
In the next subsection we address these issues and focus on a special case of online
experiment, namely conducting a study using crowd sourcing platforms such as MTurk,
which mitigates some of the issues present when doing a traditional online experiment.

3.3
3.3.1

Online Experiment on MTurk
Overview

Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) operates as an online labour market consisting of
"requesters", people who advertise tasks/jobs, and "workers", people distributed over
the Internet who, upon meeting the recruitment criteria, are allowed to virtually perform
the "requesters" tasks. As a rule, the jobs outsourced are usually simple small tasks
called Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and require rather short time to execute for the
remuneration starting as little as 0.1$. These tasks can be anything from data validation,
survey participation, content moderation to classifying pictures and transcribing handwriting. The workers carrying out the jobs have their unique IDs provided by Amazon
while their personal information remains anonymous. Due to the labour market nature of
the platform, MTurk has become a more widespread means for conducting incentivized
behavioral and economic research. Similar to other types of online experiments, it also
facilitates recruitment and allows for collecting data within a short time frame with a
reasonable budget cost. Moreover, using open-source software like oTree (Chen et al.
2016a) for automation allows for significant time savings in regards to managing the flow
of the experiment.
There are a number of practical advantages of using MTurk as a platform for the
experimental research. According to Paolacci et al. (2010) MTurk provides the ability to
target specific audiences by filtering out those who do not pass the desired qualifications,
conduct longitudinal studies, make cross-cultural comparisons, and more. Moreover,
MTurk facilitates a smooth payment system (Paolacci et al. 2010; Rand 2012) which
makes it easier for researchers to handle remuneration for participation. Futhermore,
Amazon takes care of the multiple account problem by denying the same individual
from taking part in the experiment more than once, assuring the independence of the
observations. Despite the fact that recruiting the players from MTurk may pose a risk
of robots participating in the experiment, this issue can be mitigated by a number of
participant-filtering techniques (for more details see Reips (2009) in section 3.4) and
comprehension questionnaires.

3.3.2

MTurk demographics

According to Difallah et al. (2018) who have been collecting socio-demographic data of
"turkers" for about 28 months, the population of the platform mainly consists of workers
from USA (75%) and India (16%). In our research we focus only on US residents. The
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authors state that the American sample of MTurk is a generally balanced workforce with
females constituting about 55%, with a tendency to be younger compared to the overall
US population and having a household income that is below the country average. Difallah
et al. (2018) also calculated that at any given moment there should be approximately
2500 users available for work.
Some researchers agree that MTurk workers should be as (or even more so) representative of the U.S. population as the traditional lab subjects in terms of gender, race, age and
education (Paolacci et al. 2010; Buhrmester et al. 2018). Considering that many works
of behavioral scientists base their results on Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich,
and Democratic (WEIRD) samples (Henrich et al. 2010) which are often represented by
undergraduate students, we argue that the participants recruited through MTurk exhibit
a rather heterogeneous composition that in many aspects closely reflects the true U.S.
population.
This statement is also supported by Berinsky et al. (2012) who were evaluating internal and external validity of experiments performed on MTurk. According to their study,
the MTurk worker pool appears to be closer to the general population compared to the
convenience samples, although in contrast to national probability samples it does exhibit
substantively small deviations from the U.S. population characteristics both in terms of
demographics and attitudes.

3.3.3

MTurk data quality

The MTurk participant pool exhibits similar performance, biases and comprehension as
the traditional laboratory subjects (Paolacci et al. 2010). Rand (2012) also claims that
the data obtained through MTurk is reliable, verifying the self-reported country of residence received via the platform with 97% accuracy. He also analyzed the aggregated
MTurk data which was consistent with the classical lab experimental results following
the consensus of a series of replication studies (Horton et al. 2011; Suri and Watts 2011).
Another study by Berinsky et al. (2012) replicating experiments on wording, risk preferences and framing elicit the similarity between the results from the classic studies and
those obtained through MTurk.
The concerns raised regarding the internal validity of experiments using MTurk,
namely potential multiple submissions, habitual participation, and lower levels of attention do not seem to manifest into a serious problem. According to Berinsky et al.
(2012), only 2% of people from these studies participated in 5 or more experiments and
only 2.4% were registered from the same IP address. Moreover, considering that some
studies require a high HIT "approval rate", MTurk workers are in fact more attentive
than participants of other Internet-panels, such as Polimetrix/YouGov. Considering the
fact that MTurk’s American pool matches the true population fairly well and apart from
that also exhibits similar patterns from replication studies with other samples we can
postulate that the experiments on MTurk fare well in terms of external validity. All of
the above pinpoints the reliability and quality of data collected through MTurk.

3.4. Design

3.4
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Design

Our experiment aimed to evaluate people’s willingness to invest depending on which
of the two treatments, environmental or economic, they were assigned to. Based on the
treatment allocation of the participant, she received the instructions with a corresponding
framing. Given that our experiment is concerned with an investment decision, we have
additionally conducted a risk elicitation and an environmental attitude task to be able to
control for these individual preferences in the analysis. All the tasks were incentivized,
but only one of them was randomly selected for the final payment. All participants were
recruited through MTurk with the participation allowed only for US residents. They were
randomly assigned to different treatment groups and provided with the generic on-screen
instructions regarding the experiment, their earning possibilities, and ECU (economic
monetary unit) to dollar conversion. Each successful participant was provided with a
participation fee of 1000 ECU (corresponding to 1$). All the instructions received by the
participants are available in the Appendix section of the thesis.
As suggested by Reips (2009) we employed warm-up and high-hurdle techniques in
the beginning of the experiment to filter out unmotivated participants and bots. Hence,
in order to prevent drop-out, eliminate the participation of bots, and assure participants’
diligence during the experiment, they were asked to complete a comprehension questionnaire with a passing score of at least 80% and warned that in case of premature
termination they would not be granted the award. Moreover, given that the participation in HITs on MTurk is based on the description of the task along with the potential
remuneration, we expect to deter people from participating in the experiment if their
motivation is low.
The study consisted of three parts which will be covered in more detail in the coming
subsections.
1. Energy-related investment
2. Risk preference elicitation
3. Environmental preference elicitation
At the end of the experiment participants were asked to fill out a short survey with
some questions derived from the World Values Survey (World Values Survey Association
2014) and basic demographic questions.

3.4.1

Efficient technology investment

In the first part we ran the main experiment block about investment in energy efficient
technologies with two treatment conditions (environmental and economic). The participants were told that they are house owners who have an opportunity to make some
renovations and were granted an initial endowment of 1500 ECU. The participant is provided with a range of choices that dictate how they spend their endowment. The choices
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(a) Environmental frame

(b) Economic frame

Figure 3.1: An example of pictures used in treatments
the participant makes reflects her tendency to lean towards monetary savings or environmental consciousness. We worded the experiment in terms of household renovations as
it is easy to understand and increases the external validity of the experiment.
We would like to point out that the instructions received by the participants were
identical except for the part where we stressed the frame - through wording and visual
materials. We used different pictures which would put more weight either on the environmental or economic cues (for an example see Figure 3.1, more pictures are presented in
the Appendix). At the same time we made sure that formulations would include information both on economic and environmental benefits of investments, and the only difference
between the treatments was the intensity of focus put on one or the other benefit. The
instructions presented to the two treatments had about the same sentence length.
Environmental frame: By making
these investments you could decrease the
amount of CO2 emissions of your household
by up to 5 500 lbs a year, contributing to
the efforts of fighting climate change. Making “green” decisions, you invest in your own
well-being and the future of our planet. Additionally, saving energy will decrease your
bill.

Economic frame: By making these investments you could decrease your energy
bill by up to 30%. Given that a bill of a
typical household amounts to about 2000$
a year, it can mean savings of up to 575$.
Even small savings can add up to a longterm fortune and increase your quality of
life. Additionally, you decrease your household’s CO2 emissions.

The investments in technologies that participants were making were non-refundable
and used to purchase the CO2 compensation certificates which the participants were
made aware of. The participants received different instructions based on their treatment
stressing either the economic or environmental benefits of the investments, all the general
instructions regarding the investment and payment were the same. People were offered
4 investment options each having different properties - cost, risk, carbon dioxide savings
and ECU return.
Cost was defined as ECUs deducted from the initial endowment in case the participant
chose to invest. Risk was explained as the probability in percentage % that the given
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Table 3.1: Energy Efficient Technologies
Cost

Risk

Energy efficient windows 750 ECU 50%
Light efficiency
50 ECU
20%
Clean energy
1500 ECU 80%
Insulation
900 ECU 70%

CO2 savings

ECU return

1500 lbs
90 lbs
3400 lbs
1700 lbs

1500 ECU
250 ECU
1875 ECU
1285 ECU

option would lead to no ECU return. CO2 savings showed how many lbs of CO2 would
be neutralized if the person chose to invest. And finally, ECU return was specified as an
amount of ECU added to the initial endowment if the risk in the column "Risk" did not
realize.
Since the sequence in which the technologies were presented did not constitute a
scientific significance, we implemented order randomization across treatments to counterbalance any possibility that the choices made by the participants are due to order
effects (Reips 2009).

3.4.2

Risk elicitation task

In the second part we checked the risk preferences of participants using an incentivized
risk aversion degree measure developed by Holt and Laury (2002). This is the de-facto
standard for eliciting risk preferences and is widely used in behavioral science. The participants were presented with a series of lottery choices like in the original experiment,
but the lottery choices were scaled and adapted to match our experimental budget approximately keeping the original proportions used by the authors of the measure (see
Table 3.2). In option A (safe option) the high payoff constituted 1000 ECU and the low
one 600 ECU. In option B (risky option) the upper boundary for the payoff was 2500
ECU and the low one 50 ECU. Among the 10 lottery choices that the participant had
to make, only one randomly chosen ticket determined the actual earnings. Option A is
thus one with low variability of outcomes while B is one with high variability. All things
being equal, risk averse people should generally prefer option A.
In this task we were interested to register the "switching" point from safe to risky
option. Despite the fact that the measure invented by Holt and Laury (2002) (HL) is one
of the most popular multiple price list risk elicitation measures, it introduces a problem
if the participant behaves irrationally from a normative point of view and has multiple
switching points. Following the argument from the authors of the measure, we did not
remove observations who behaved inconsistently.

3.4.3

Environmental preference task

The third part provided participants with an endowment of 1000 ECU and asked how
much of the amount they would like to allocate to the carbon dioxide offset fund using
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Table 3.2: Holt & Lauri Risk Elicitation Task
Option A

Option B

Your decision

1 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
9 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

1 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
9 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

2 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
8 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

2 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
8 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

3 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
7 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

3 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
7 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

4 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
6 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

4 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
6 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

5 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
5 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

5 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
5 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

6 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
4 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

6 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
4 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

7 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
3 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

7 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
3 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

8 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
2 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

8 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
2 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

9 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
1 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

9 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
1 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

10 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
0 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

10 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
0 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

the slider on the screen. Participants were told that each ECU they were donating
is equal to an offset of 5 lbs of CO2 . All the ECUs donated went for buying CO2
neutralizing certificates for developmental projects at offset.climateneutralnow.org. The
projects listed on the website specify the tonnes of CO2 spared for a donation of 1$ in
case of realizing a given project corresponding. Using this UN framework for offsetting
the CO2 is quite common in academic experiments related to the environment. For an
example study see Farjam et al. (2019).
Adding this incentivized task to the experiment allowed us to evaluate a behavioral
measure of the environmental concern besides inquiring it through self-reporting sociodemographic questionnaire at the end of the experiment.

3.4. Design

3.4.4
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Design considerations

Here we will address some of the considerations in regards to the chosen frames, participant pool, and participant rewards.
In this study we compare the two treatment groups without a clear baseline treatment.
This decision was made in order to have a higher number of participants within the
treatments and increase the statistical power. Given that we had a limited budget,
we could not increase the number of observations for the whole experiment. Hence
introducing the baseline condition (with neither the economic nor environmental framing)
we would risk not observing any differences between the treatments of interest.
Although the two frames that we are stressing are environmental and economic, one
can argue that the environmental one still presupposes monetary benefits which are obvious to people reading the text even though they are not strongly emphasized. We argue
that it is not possible to provide clear-cut categories as any investment in energy efficient technology involves monetary factors. We have also tried to minimize the potential
confounding factors introduced by different wordings in the frames, therefore the length
of treatment formulations are approximately the same (56 words in the environmental
frame and 62 in the economic frame).
Considering that most of the workers registered on the MTurk are from USA (75%)
and India (16%) (Difallah et al. 2018), in order to decrease the noise in the data (different
cultural, political and economic presumptions, time differences) we decided to limit the
sample to only the U.S. population. Despite the fact that the U.S. is a rather heterogeneous country and there is a prominent geo-spatial distribution of proponents of the
major political force in the country, we argue that the any noise induced by these factors
will be normally distributed given the large sample we have collected. In order to have
a more geographically homogeneous sample, the time for running the experiment was
chosen to be around 6 p.m. CEST, Stockholm time (this corresponds to 12 p.m. in New
York, 11 a.m. in Chicago or 9 a.m. in San-Francisco).
Despite the fact that the participants were only paid for one of the three tasks that
they participated in, the research by Mason and Watts (2009) illustrates that increasing
the pay on MTurk increases the quantity, but does not contribute to the quality of the
HITs carried out by the participants.
In the design of the efficient technology investment task we decided to not provide an
option "no investment" which might have had an effect on the results of the experiment.
By doing this we wanted to avoid the problem of having people choose an option "no
investment" when they in fact just did not want to make a decision or struggled to
calculate which option would be the best. Moreover, introducing an alternative of not
investing could have decreased the variance in the dependent variable and made it difficult
to observe the effects we were interested in. Our design choice is also in line with the
research by Nowlis et al. (2002) which argues that removing a neutral option has an effect
on preference judgement. However, considering that in a real life setting a person always
has a choice to not invest, this design feature makes our research less externally valid.
Finally, we made a decision to exclude the category "other" from the socio-demographic
survey in order to be able to control for the gender and observe gender differences in the
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analysis part.

3.5

Ethical considerations

Some risks associated with social research are related to the four major ethical principles
– harm to the participants, lack of informed consent, invasion of privacy, deception (Bryman 2016). The design of this study allowed us to mitigate the potential ethical risks
associated with the study:
1. Harm to the participants. People did not experience any harm during the experiment.
2. Lack of informed consent. In our experiment participants received a brief explanation of the study purposes together with a clarification regarding their remuneration
with clear conditions for when the payments will not be granted (premature exit
from the experiment, not passing the required threshold on the comprehension
questionnaire before the start of the experiment).
3. Deception. We did not use deception and offered a fair remuneration to those who
participated in the experiment. An average pay was 2.9$ and the duration of the
study was approximately 15 minutes.
4. Invasion of privacy. Amazon assures that the identity of workers are hidden from
the experimenter with no possibility to track personal information in relation to
their answers. However, since we mentioned in the experiment that all the CO2
savings and CO2 donations from the tasks will be transferred to the UN climate
fund offset.climateneutralnow.org, the participants were provided with an option to
leave their e-mail addresses if they wanted to receive a proof of CO2 compensation
made by experimenters. When communicating with the participants we did not
use individual feedback as the e-mails were not linked to decisions. After sending
out the certificates about CO2 neutralization the e-mails were deleted. Naturally,
all the information people left remained confidential. By sharing the proof of CO2
certificates purchase we hope to increase the trust in scientific research.
Additionally we would like to add that the pictures used in the experiment were
purchased from Adobe Photo Stock with a standard license.

Chapter 4
Data Analysis and Results

4.1

Results

In this section we will first present the overview of the data and tools used, then we will
specify the hypotheses we were working with in this study, and finally p resent different
models which explore the relationships inquired in the hypotheses. We will consider four
models using ordinal and binary logistic regression techniques with or without control
variables and conduct an exploratory analysis of the data we collected.

4.1.1

Tools

In order to program the experiment we have used the open source software oTree (Chen
et al. 2016a). Analysis of the data was conducted in the open source software R (R Core
Team 2019). We have used the following packages: ordinal (Christensen 2019), car (Fox
and Weisberg 2019), caret (from Jed Wing et al. 2019), stargazer (Hlavac 2018), Hmisc
(Harrell Jr et al. 2019) and R’s base packages.

4.1.2

Description of the data

After advertising our HIT on Amazon MTurk 730 initially showed interest in participating, out of which 320 participants have passed the comprehension questionnaire and
successfully finished a ll p arts o f t he e xperiment. T he e xperiment l asted f or a bout 15
minutes. The participants were randomly allocated to two different treatments, where
163 were assigned to the economic frame and 157 to the environmental.
The sample obtained consisted of US residents (identified via their IP-addresses),
with an average age of 35 years. In Figure 4.1 we can see that the distribution of the
variable age is left skew. In terms of gender composition we had 203 males (63%) and 117
females (37%), hence males were over represented. Other data collected with the help of
the socio-demographic questionnaire asked for participants’ political and environmental
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of the most important socio-demographic variables
attitudes. For the question "In politics people commonly talk of ’left’ and ’right’. Where
would you place yourself on that scale?" a mean score for the political placement was
4, and the distribution in the 4.1 is slightly left-skew. Here a higher number meant
being more "right" politically. A question about the subjective environmental concern
"In general, how concerned are you about environmental issues?" revealed an average of
7 points, a rather high environmental concern compared to the 5.5 points U.S. country
average obtained in World Values Survey (2010-2014) (World Values Survey Association
2014).
We have tested a behavioral measure towards environment by asking people how much
of the endowment they would like to donate for offsetting carbon dioxide. An average
donation for both treatments was 202 ECU. A median donation for those participating
in the economic frame was 10 ECU while for the environmental it was 100 ECU. For a
detailed description of all the variables see Table 4.1.

4.2

Multicollinearity check

During the experiment we collected two different measures of concern for the environment
per participant (for more details about the variables see Table 4.2): one measure of the
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4.2. Multicollinearity check
Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics of dependent variables
Dependent Variables
Statistic

player.investment

investment.efficiency

Levels

Frequency

Fraction

Clean energy

50

0.156

Efficient windows

181

0.566

Insulation

16

0.050

Light efficiency

73

0.228

Efficient

254

0.794

Inefficient

66

0.206

environmental attitude was reported by the participants themselves in the demographic
questionnaire(env), while we tested the behavioral attitudes towards environment(CO2 )
in the third part of the experiment where the participants were offered to donate to the
CO2 offset fund. As evident from the Table 4.2 below, the two variables are correlated
hence it may be considered problematic to use both of them in the same regression
models.
Table 4.2: Correlation Matrix for environmental preferences

CO2 (donations)
env
Note: ∗ p<0.1;

∗∗

CO2 (donations)

env

1
0.282∗∗∗

0.282∗∗∗
1

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

However, considering that we were interested in the explanatory power of both of the
variables and using them both as controls in our regression would violate the assumption of multicollinearity, we have created an environment measure which contains the
information from both variables.
We have multiplied the (env) score in order to have both variables on the same
scale (see equation 4.1 below). All the consequent analysis is done using this cumulative
environmental measure.
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envP ref erence = env ∗ 100 + CO2

4.3

(4.1)

Dependent variable ordering

The dependent variable player.investment is a factor with four investment options which
have been presented to participants as all having different cost, CO2 neutralization and
ECU return (for details see Table 3.1). There are a couple of ways by which one can
rank these technologies:
1. By risk, cost, or CO2 savings (presented in the formula 4.2 and exhibit the same
type of ordering)
2. By cost efficiency (formula 4.3). We used it in our analysis in the following sequence:
"Clean energy" (4), "Insulation" (2.33), "Efficient windows" (1), "Light efficiency"
(0.25) from least to most cost efficient. The estimates for cost efficiency are provided
in the Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Cost efficiency ratio estimates
Cost

Risk

Efficient windows 750 ECU 50%
Light efficiency
50 ECU
20%
Clean energy
1500 ECU 80%
Insulation
900 ECU 70%

Savings

Expected
value

1500 ECU 750
250 ECU 200
1875 ECU 375
1285 ECU 385.5

Cost
efficiency
1
0.25
4
2.33

”Clean energy” > ”Insulation” > ”Ef f icient windows” > ”Light ef f iciency” (4.2)

”Light ef f iciency” > ”Ef f icient windows” > ”Insulation” > ”Clean energy” (4.3)

”Light ef f iciency” = ”Ef f icient windows” > ”Insulation” = ”Clean energy” (4.4)
Having multiple ordering options available made it difficult to say which of these
factoring strategies dominated participants’ choice, nevertheless we assumed that people

4.4. Risk preference calculation
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were grounding their decisions on cost efficiency. In order to do a robustness check
we came up with an alternative presentation of the investments where the ordering did
not matter - we created a new binary variable player.investment, representing either an
efficient or inefficient investment from the economic perspective (see formula 4.4, where
"Light efficiency" & "Efficient windows" stand for 1 and "Clean energy" & "Insulation"
for 0). This way we made sure that the results obtained in our models using the cost
efficiency ordering were consistent with the results acquired when no ranking was present.

4.4

Risk preference calculation

We calculated a riskPreference measure based on the data from the Risk Elicitation Task
(Holt and Laury 2002) by summing all the times when the person selected a "riskier"
option B (for more details on how the task was presented to the participants see Appendix
A.3). For example, if the person chose a more "costly" option B only two times, her
riskPreference score would be 2.
However, there are some presumptions regarding participant behavior in order for
behavior to be considered "logical" from the point of view of the risk preference degree
measure. If the player chooses the option B, it does not make sense for her to switch to
a "safe" option A, moreover if the player starts with options A, she should only have one
switching point throughout the game. In case these presumptions are violated, we might
suspect that the participant has either not paid attention and wanted to rush through
the test or did not understand the underlying concepts explained in the instructions.
Consequently, these people might introduce noise to the analysis.
Out of the 320 participants that we had, 50 of them had multiple switching points,
although since Holt and Laury (2002) argue for keeping the observations with inconsistent answers and riskPreference did not explain any variance in the models we had,
we claim that removing these observations would only decrease the power our models
due to the decrease in the sample size without improving the explanatory power to our
regressions. Moreover, these observations might contain valuable information which have
an explanatory power in other independent variables.

4.5
4.5.1

Exploring treatment effects
Treatment effects on investments. Models 1 and 2

Hypothesis: There will be differences in energy investments between the economic and
environmental treatments due to framing effects.
In the first t wo m odels w e h ave u sed a n o rdinal r egression c lm f rom t he R package
ordinal using the formulas presented below. Here we used the ordering by cost efficiency,
see formula 4.3. Model 1 presents a basic estimate of investment given the treatment
while in Model 2 we are controlling for other possible sources of variance by adding risk
& environmental preferences, sex and age as explanatory variables.
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Model 1
player.investment = α + β1 treatment

(4.5)

Model 2:
player.investment = α + β1 treatment
+ β2 riskPreference
+ β3 sex

(4.6)

+ β4 age
+ β5 envPreference
In Table 4.4 we see the estimates of coefficients and the significance measures for
the models presented above. The result under the cumulative link function in column
1 shows that treatment is a marginally significant explanatory variable with p=0.08, in
column 2 we present a similar model, but including the most important control variables.
We see that environmental preference is also marginally significant p = 0.08 and that
treatment stays marginally significant at p = 0.08. The results confirm our idea that
environmental preferences would have an effect on investments since all the investments
contain an environmental externality.

4.5.2

Treatment effects on investments. Models 3 and 4

In Models 3 and 4 we use binomial logistic regression with the dependent variable investment.efficiency which is a binary variable, where 0 is the investment which is cost
inefficient and 1 that is cost efficient (to see ordering of the variable, check formula
4.4). Technologies in which investing makes more sense from the economic perspective
are "Efficient windows" & "Light efficiency" since they offer a better cost to expected
value proportion as opposed to "Clean energy" & "Insulation". Essentially, running the
generalized linear regression models with a logistic link function, which are presented in
Models 3 & 4, is a robustness check against the cumulative probit Models 1 & 2. We do
this to make sure that the treatment effects in Model 1 & 2 are not due to one of the
presented criteria along which the dependent variable could be ordered (for more details
see formulas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4).
Model 3:
investment.efficiency = α + β1 treatment + 
(4.7)
Model 4:
investment.efficiency = α + β1 treatment
+ β2 riskPreference
+ β3 sex
+ β4 age
+ β5 envPreference + 

(4.8)
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Table 4.4: Estimates for clm models
Dependent variable:
player.investment
(1)

(2)

−0.217∗
(0.125)

treatmentEnvironmental

−0.216∗
(0.125)
0.178
(0.133)

genderMale

−0.017
(0.031)

riskPreference

0.001
(0.006)

age

−0.0003∗
(0.0001)

envPreference

Observations
Akaike Inf. Crit.
Note:

320
708.51
∗

p<0.1;

320
711.32
∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

As for the binary logistic regression in Model 3 (see Table 4.5) we observe that the
treatment is significant with a p=0.018. The value of the estimated coefficient describes
how log odds of the target variable are affected by changes in the independent variable.
Since treatment group assignment is a dichotomous variable, the obtained results imply
that exposure of a participant to environmental stimulus increases the log odds of investment effectiveness by 0.67 roughly. For the sake of interpretability, we can derive the
odds ratio by taking an exponential of the estimated log odds ratio. The derived odds
ratio tells us that using the environmental type of frame roughly doubles the odds of the
investment being efficient compared to the case where the economic type of the frame is
applied. Moreover, after adding the control variables we get a significant coefficient for
the environmental preference without losing the effect of the treatment variable.
Taking into account that in all four models the coefficients for treatment were approaching significance or were significant and that controlling for other sources of variance was improving the p-value, everything points to the fact that we overestimated the
effect of our dependent variable and needed a slightly larger sample to consistently reach
significance below 0.05.
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Table 4.5: Estimates for glm models
Dependent variable:
investment.efficiency
(1)

(2)

−0.668∗∗
(0.283)

treatmentEnvironmental

envPreference

−0.001∗∗
(0.0003)

riskPreference

0.003
(0.068)
−0.006
(0.014)

age

0.040
(0.298)

genderMale

1.708∗∗∗
(0.217)

Constant

Observations
Akaike Inf. Crit.
Note:

4.5.3

−0.665∗∗
(0.287)

320
324.012
∗

p<0.1;

∗∗

2.515∗∗∗
(0.759)
320
327.532

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

Treatment effects on donations

We have observed (see Figure 4.2) that the median donation for the CO2 offset was noticeably higher among people who were allocated to the environmental frame, namely 100
ECU in contrast to the median donation of 10 ECU in the economic frame. Considering
that there should not be any systematic differences between people in the treatments and
the gender composition of both groups were almost identical, the only point of distinction
was the framing itself. Therefore, there is preliminary evidence that these differences in
donations might be due to different frames used in the experiment. However, this result
has to be taken with caution and will require further testing and exploration. The experiment was not designed to test this question and the boxplots show that the differences
are not significant. Therefore, to prove/disprove this effect a better measure of the CO2
donation effect would need to be used.
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Figure 4.2: CO2 donations across treatments

4.5.4

Exploring correlations

In Table 4.6 we observe the correlations between political attitudes (pol), self-reported
environmental attitudes (env) and behavioral attitudes towards environment represented
by the donations from the CO2 offset task (CO2 ). We see that there is a correlation
between the self-reported political and environmental attitudes at the level of -0.35,
meaning that the more "right" the person is, the less environmentally concerned she is.
There is also a correlation (0.28) between the CO2 offset donations and the self-reported
environmental concern. Consequently, the more environmentally concerned the person
is, the more likely she is to donate to the CO2 offset fund. The research was not designed
to test this question, however we find it interesting to observe significant correlations
either within the same domain (environmental), e.g. env and CO2 or using self-report
of attitudes, namely env and pol, but not between the political attitudes and behavioral
environmental attitudes.
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Table 4.6: Correlation Matrix

pol
env
CO2 (donations)
Note: ∗ p<0.1;

4.6

∗∗

pol

env

CO2 (donations)

1
-0.354∗∗∗
-0.042

-0.354∗∗∗
1
0.282∗∗∗

-0.042
0.282∗∗∗
1

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

Justification of choice of statistical models

4.6.1

Models

In our study we wanted to examine whether framing would have an effect on participants’
investment decisions. In the analysis section we use a cumulative link model (ordered
probit) and a binary logistic regression testing different ordering of the dependent variable. Below we provide some of the the assumptions that have to be met in order to use
the abovementioned models.
Ordinal regression
1. The dependent variable has to be ordinal.
In our case the dependent variable player.investment has 4 levels which are ranked
from the lowest to the highest expected utility.
2. Independent variables used in the analysis have to be treated as either categorical
or continuous.
The variables riskPreference, age, gender, envPreference used in the analysis are
either categorical or continuous.
3. Absence of multicollineriarity.
In order to avoid violating the assumption of multicollinearity, we have combined
the variables env and CO2 into one measure of envPreference which contained the
information from both of the variables (for details see section 4.2 Multicollinearity
check).
4. Proportional odds, meaning that the effects of independent variables are consistent
across the different thresholds of the dependent variable.
Since this assumption is violated, we have been using the link function probit which
assumes that the dependent variable has a normal distribution instead of the log
distribution.
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Table 4.7: Variance-inflation factors of independent variables in glm model
Variable
VIF

treatment

env

riskPreference

age

gender

1.0098

1.0100

1.0192

1.0555

1.0569

Logistic regression
An application of the logistic regression rests on several assumptions regarding the data.
Unlike the ordinary least squares (OLS) based linear regression models, the logistic regression does not require such assumptions as linear relationship between regressors and
response variable or normally distributed residuals. However, there are several assumptions that need to be satisfied (Bewick et al. 2005):
1. Binary logistic regression requires the dependent variable to be dichotomous.
This assumption is satisfied for the current setup since the dependent variable is
binary and prescribes whether the investment was efficient or not.
2. The logistic regression requires an absence of multicollinearity between regressors.
This assumption can be validated by using the variance-inflation factors as described in Fox and Monette (1992). It measures how much the variance of coefficients in the model is inflated due to the presence of collinearity between dependant
variables. The rule of thumb suggests that the VIF value must be at least 5 or higher
in order to suspect the presence of multicollinearity. The VIF values of independent variables used in our model are presented in the Table 4.7. Since the obtained
values are very small, we can consider the assumption to be satisfied
3. The logistic regression rests on the assumption that independent variables and log
odds are linear.
If this assumption is violated, a dependency between and independent variable
and response variable might be underestimated. The presence of linear relationship between independent variables and log odds can be tested using Box-Tidwell
Transformation test (Box and Tidwell 1962). The results of the test are provided
in the Table 4.8. It can be seen that the hypothesis about non-linearity can be
rejected for the envPreference and age variables with 99% and 90% confidence levels respectively. Box-Tidwell test suggests, that the relationship between log odds
and riskPreference variable is non-linear. However, given the fact that our research
question was closely related to the environmental domain and it was important to
control for the environmental preferences, we could not leave this predictor out.
4. Logistic regression requires large sample sizes.
This is due to the fact that instead of using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
like the majority of linear regression models, logistic regression relies on the maximum likelihood method. Thus, both categories of the response variable must be
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Table 4.8: Box-Tidwell Transformation test
Variable

MLE of lambda
0.8829∗∗∗
2.9024
0.7655∗

env
riskPreference
age
Note: ∗ p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

sufficiently represented in order to guarantee the quality of obtained parameter estimates. Due to the limitations in the experiment setup, our sample contains only
320 observations. Peng and So (2002) have found that a minimum required size
of the sample for logistic regression should be 100 observations with a minimum
recommended Observation-to-Predictor ratio of 10 to 1. In the current setup the
above mentioned ratio is 64 to 1. Despite the fact that our research lies below
the required quantity of observations, we argue that we had the highest possible
sample size given the budget we had. Moreover, even with a limited number of
observations we were able to see a significant effect of the treatment variable on
the investment decision.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Reflections

5.1

Summary of results

Our main hypothesis was that framing would have an effect on energy investment decisions. We have used an ordinal cumulative link model and a binomial logistic generalized
linear model regression using different orderings of the dependent variable. We have
developed four models with and without control variables which produced marginally
significant (in the ordinal regression models) or significant results (in the binomial logistic regressions). Given the observed outcomes we can argue that framing did have an
effect on investment.
In order to reduce the noise for the environmental preferences, we have manually
created an indicator envPreference which combined both the self-reported environmental
concern and a behavioral environmental concern obtained from the CO2 offset donation
task. This measure seemed to be successful given the decrease in the p-value for the
environmental coefficient when using control variables.
Considering that the dependent variable player.investment had multiple ordering options making it difficult to disentangle and make conclusions about the effect of the framing, we assumed that people were grounding their decisions on cost efficiency and used this
factoring in the two cumulative probit models. As a robustness check we have tested two
binomial logistic models with the same dependent variable investment.efficiency where
the ordering did not matter - we dichotomized it into two levels (0 and 1) on the basis
whether these investments made sense, e.g. were cost efficient. As a result, all analysis
models were consistent in their estimates.
We have also observed non statistically significant differences in donations to a CO2
fund across treatments. The experiment was not designed to test this question, but we
think that this finding posits an interesting question for further research. Given that
there were no systematic differences between groups assigned to the two treatments, our
intuition is that the dissimilarities in donations were due to the framing effects. Hence,
we would like to explore the circumstances under which people are motivated to donate to
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environmental causes, whether there are gender differences in the willingness to support
such causes, whether we would still observe similar treatment differences in donations
should the participants receive this task at the beginning of the experiment.
Another insight that we detected during the exploratory analysis was that for the
environmental and political attitudes we found significant correlations either within the
same domain (environmental), e.g. env and CO2 or using the same self-report questionnaire measure, namely env and pol, but not between the political attitudes and behavioral
environmental attitudes. One would expect the correlation between behavioral environmental attitudes and political orientation to be of a similar power as the one between
self-reported attitudes, but we discovered that it was not the case upon the correlation
analysis.
We hypothesize that the CO2 compensation task might have tapped into the domain
of donation to climate funds and all the psychological implications related to it more than
it evaluated one’s behavioral environmental attitudes (for more details on how the task
was presented to the participants see Appendix). Moreover, in an attempt to make the
task easier to comprehend, in the wording of the task we gave an example of the carbon
imprint by flying which consequently might have been a "miss" in terms of the audience
we were communicating this information to. Therefore, it might be beneficial to test
some other ways of measuring environmental attitudes, specifically people’s behavioral
component of these attitudes.

5.2

Limitations and discussion

The results we obtained indicate that our study was probably underpowered. Given the
fact that with a rather small sample size for online experiments of (N=320) we could
still observe significance with 90 and 95% confidence levels gives a reason to believe that
with a larger sample, we would find clearer effects of framing on the investment decision.
The number of the participants we had was the biggest possible quantity we could afford
with regards to budget limitations. We spent 2.9$ per subject in total and compensated
278$ of CO2 through offset.climateneutralnow.org.
We have tried to make the experiment more externally valid by formulating the investment decisions in terms of house renovations so that these choices that participants
make would be more related to their lives and easier to comprehend. However, we are
careful in extrapolating our results to the real world settings or argue that this study
closely simulates the decision-making process of the home owner since in the experiment
the participants are essentially dealing with small amount of money and would not directly experience any long-term consequences of their investments. In reality household
renovations are much more costly and have a number of other factors that come into
play when making a decision besides the monetary investment itself e.g. income, level of
education, place of residence (Bravo et al. 2019), hence making it difficult for simulating
these factors online. We suggest to explore the possibilities of designing an experiment
with a similar treatment set up, but a different investment decision framing.
Another word of caution has to be said with regards to the quality of the sample we
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had in our experiment. First, we only had participants from the U.S. which are different
in their socio-cultural characteristics from other countries of the "west". Secondly, our
sample was left-skew in terms of the political orientation and men were over represented.
Therefore, extending the experiment with using people from another socio-cultural background or replicating this study with a more homogeneous group of people in terms of
their political attitudes and gender composition could be a viable option for future research. We think that it would be interesting to replicate our Amazon MTurk experiment
in the laboratory setting and see whether we would find any significant differences in results as the crowd-sourcing platform could also have introduced some biases. Conducting
the experiment at a different time of the day so that we have a more homogeneous sample, e.g. only people from East Coast, could also be a way of doing a robustness check
of our experiment.
In the future extensions of the experiment we would like to alter some elements of
the experimental design. First of all, we would like to try making the frame distinctions
even stronger by showing the participants short video clips instead of emphasizing frame
differences through only text and pictures. Another option for obtaining clearer treatment effects could be recruiting and conducting the experiment with only males since
there are studies which show that there are gender differences associated with investments, risk-taking and environmental concern (Barber and Odean 2001; Dohmen et al.
2011). However, doing so would also decrease the external validity of the experiment.
We would also like to explore whether making the experiment account for the long-term
consequences of investments by introducing the time aspect (making an experiment a
multi-round game) would produce results significantly different from those in our experiment. Another option for testing the robustness of our results could be modifying the
remuneration and payout approaches (e.g. pay more/less, compensate for all three tasks
of the experiment).
It may be argued that making the participants do two other tasks besides the the
actual house renovation decision has disseminated their attention, but we insist that by
having an investment task first we were able to obtain reliable results when players’ focus
was at its highest.

5.3

Reflections

In our thesis work we have been following the scientific method of inquiry and were
able to obtain the results which were in line with our hypothesis. At the same time the
study allowed us to shed some light on understanding how framing affects the investment
decisions in the energy domain of households, we are also aware that the research has
some shortcomings. Now having collected some empirical facts we have new inquiries
which were outlined in this chapter which are worth exploring.
Although it has been a rigorous learning experience, upon reflecting on the experimental process we would like to mention some problematic areas of this study. Since we
believe that investment decisions have risks inherent in them, we wanted to control for
people’s risk preferences when creating the design of our experiment. However, the re-
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sults show that risk preferences did not explain any variance in the model. These findings
might suggest that the context of house renovations does not trigger risk preferences, but
as we have mentioned earlier, the risk elicitation task used, despite being widely used
as a standard, has a number of methodological drawbacks and could have distorted the
results (Filippin and Crosetto 2016). We computed risk preferences by summing all the
times when the person selected a "riskier" option B, however some people had multiple
switching points between the "costly" and "safe" options which could have introduced
some noise to our analysis and made the risk measure unreliable.
Moreover, in future research we would like to include the option to not invest at all
since in the current version of the experiment all the participants were forced to make
some decision. Doing so would also allow us to increase the external validity of the
experiment since in the real world setting one always has a choice to not renovate her
household. Finally, we would like to test this experiment on a larger and more diverse
sample and make a cross-cultural comparison to check for the robustness of our results.
As concluding remarks we would like to say that this experiment highlighted that
when making decisions and analyzing information people are not always objective and
can be influenced by emotional and psychological cues. This gives an opportunity to
those working with environmental issues to leverage this phenomena when developing
and communicating policies to the public. We hope that our findings can contribute to
the global efforts of other climate researchers, activists, and policy-makers in trying to
save the planet.

Appendix

A

Additional Materials

In Appendix we provide the instructions and tasks as they were presented to the participants during the experiment. First, we provide some general instructions explaining
the purpose of the study and earning possibilities. Then participants are asked to take
a comprehension questionnaire and upon fulfilling the criterion of getting the score of at
least 80% they are allowed to start the experiment.
The experiment is organized as follows:
1. Energy-related investment task with two treatment groups
2. Risk elicitation task
3. CO2 compensation task
4. Socio-demographic questionnaire
We end the experiment with on-screen payoff feedback and the option to leave an
e-mail address. Those who share their e-mails receive proof that the ECUs that were
invested during the experiment were used to purchase a CO2 neutralization certificate.

A.1

Experiment Instructions

General Information
Thank you for participating in an experiment on decision making. It is important that
you remain concentrated and do not engage in other distracting activities. The study will
consist of making a series of investment decisions and is expected to take 10 minutes. Your
participation fee is 1$. Some of the game transfers are made with ECU (experimental
currency unit) where 1000 ECU equal 1$. All the ECU remaining at the end of the game
will be converted to $ based on the exchange rate. Your remuneration for taking part in
the study will be paid out in the end of the experiment through MTurk. The resulting
earnings will partially depend on your individual choices and partially on chance.
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(a) Environmental frame

(b) Economic frame

Figure A.1: Histogram of the most important socio-demographic variables
During the experiment you have the possibilities to make some investments. Besides
the potential return you can get from these investments, each dollar you invest, will be donated to one of the developmental projects at the UN climate fund offset.climateneutralnow.org.
All the donations made on the website allow them to buy energy efficient appliances and
reduce CO2 emissions. At the moment, the most efficient project needs 0.5$ for offsetting 2000 lbs of CO2 . If you want to, you can enter your email address at the end of the
experiment to receive proof of the donation to the UN climate fund. When you are done
reading the instructions, click the button below. You will then have to answer a number
of comprehension questions. Your answers will be checked by the computer and you will
only be able to be rewarded for your participation if you answer at least 80% correctly.
Comprehension questionnaire
1. Imagine that at the end of the experiment you have the earnings of 2500 ECU,
what are your earnings in dollars? (1000 ECU equals to 1 Dollar) [only one answer
possible]:
• 1.5 Dollars
• 2.5 Dollars
• 2.25 Dollars
• 1 Dollars
2. If you make an investment of 3000 ECU with a return of 100 ECU per year, how
many years do you need to repay your investment? [only one answer possible]:
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• 10 years
• 300 years
• 30 years
• 3 years
3. If with each KWh you consume through a solar panel you save 100 lbs of CO2 , how
many lbs of CO2 emissions do you save if you consume 5 KWh? [only one answer
possible]:
• 5 lbs
• 10 lbs
• 500 lbs
• 50 lbs
4. You have a lottery ticket with the following probability of a payoff: you have 20%
probability of earning 100$ and 80% probability of earning 20$. Which payoff is
more likely? [only one answer possible]:
• 100 Dollars
• 20 Dollars
• Earning 100 Dollars is as likely as 20 Dollars
• Impossible to answer
5. You are taking part in a lottery with two possible outcomes [100$ and 60$]. The
probability of receiving 100$ is 90%. What is the probability of receiving 60$? [only
one answer possible]:
• 40%
• 20%
• 10%
• 1%

A.2

Experiment Energy Efficiency

Imagine you are an owner of a detached house in a typical residential neighborhood
who has been living in the house for the past 3 years. It has been some time since
the renovations have been done and the house, although fully functional, is not very
energy efficient. There are a number of improvements which could be done to reduce
the amount of energy that you consume. During the experiment you will be offered
a number of technologies in which you could invest in order to make your house more
energy efficient.
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Environmental frame: By making
these investments you could decrease the
amount of CO2 emissions of your household
by up to 5 500 lbs a year, contributing to
the efforts of fighting climate change. Making “green” decisions, you invest in your own
well-being and the future of our planet. Additionally, saving energy will decrease your
bill.

Economic frame: By making these investments you could decrease your energy
bill by up to 30%. Given that a bill of a
typical household amounts to about 2000$
a year, it can mean savings of up to 575$.
Even small savings can add up to a longterm fortune and increase your quality of
life. Additionally, you decrease your household’s CO2 emissions.

In this experiment for all the all investments that you make we will buy United
Nation’s CO2 neutralizing certificates for the amount corresponding to C O2 s avings. For
this part of the experiment, you are provided with the initial endowment of 1500 ECU.
Each technology that you can invest in has a different cost, risk, ECU return, and CO2
savings associated with it (information provided in the Table below). You can invest at
most in one technology.
The Table below reads as follows: per row you see one option that you can invest in,
columns show you different properties of each option. "Cost": how many ECU will be
deducted from your endowment if you choose to invest here. "Risk": the risk that the
option leads to no ECU return "CO2 savings": how many lbs of CO2 will be neutralized
if you choose to invest "ECU return": how many ECU are added to your endowment if
the risk in the column "Risk" does not realize
Table A.1: Energy Efficient Technologies
Cost

Risk

Energy efficient windows 750 ECU 50%
Light efficiency
50 ECU
20%
Clean energy
1500 ECU 80%
Insulation
900 ECU 70%

A.3

CO2 savings

ECU return

1500 lbs
90 lbs
3400 lbs
1700 lbs

1500 ECU
250 ECU
1875 ECU
1285 ECU

Risk Elicitation Task

Instructions
In this section you will be presented with a series of lottery choices. Each lottery choice
is characterized by a payoff related to different probability. Your task is to indicate which
option you would prefer for each of the ten paired lottery choices. Your initial endowment
in this section is 0, your earnings depend on your decisions and on chance. Example:
consider the following two options/lotteries:
Each option thus has a chance that you get a high or a low amount of ECUs. While
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Table A.2: Example with two lotteries
Option A:

Option B:

1 of 10 cases:
1000 ECU. 9 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

1 of 10 cases:
2500 ECU. 9 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

the payoffs of the two options are fixed for all 10 decisions, the chances of the high and
low payoff for each option will vary. For the option you chose, A or B, in this decision,
it will be randomly determined (according to the corresponding probabilities) whether
the low or high outcome will constitute your payoff. To summarise: You will make 10
decisions; for each decision you will have to choose between "Option A" and "Option B".
You may choose A for some decision rows and B for other rows. When you are finished,
one of the 10 decisions will be randomly picked for your payoff. Then a random number
will be drawn to determine your earnings for the option you chose in that decision.
Your decision
Please make 10 decisions; for each decision you choose between "Option A" and "Option
B". You may choose A for some decision rows and B for other rows. When you are
finished, press the "next" button and one of the 10 decisions will be randomly picked for
your payoff. Then a random number will be drawn to determine your earnings for the
option you chose in that decision.

A.4

CO2 compensation task

In this section you are presented with a single question regarding your will to allocate an
amount of your endowment in a carbon dioxide offset fund. You have an endowment equal
to 1000 ECU and you can decide how much of this donate to a climate fund compensation
through the slider (from 0 to 1000). Each ECU you are donating is equal to an offset of
5 lbs of CO2 . Investing 500 ECU would approximately offset 2200 lbs of CO2 , a flight
from Chicago to Paris. The ECUs will be donated to one of the developmental projects
at offset.climateneutralnow.org.
How much of the 1000 ECU endowment would you like to donate to a climate fund
compensation? [participants have a slider]

B

Socio-demographic questionnaire
1. How old are you?
2. What is your gender?
• male
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Table A.3: Holt & Lauri Risk Elicitation Task
Option A

Option B

Your decision

1 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
9 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

1 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
9 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

2 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
8 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

2 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
8 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

3 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
7 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

3 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
7 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

4 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
6 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

4 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
6 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

5 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
5 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

5 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
5 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

6 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
4 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

6 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
4 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

7 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
3 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

7 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
3 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

8 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
2 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

8 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
2 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

9 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
1 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

9 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
1 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

10 of 10 cases: 1000 ECU.
0 of 10 cases: 600 ECU

10 of 10 cases: 2500 ECU.
0 of 10 cases: 50 ECU

A/B

• female
3. What is your employment status?
• employee
• self-employed
• student
• not working
4. In general, how concerned are you about environmental issues?
• from 0 "not at all"
• to 10 "absolutely"
5. In politics people commonly talk of ’left’ and ’right’. Where would you place
yourself on that scale?

C. Participant feedback
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• from 0 "left"
• to 10 "right"

C
C.1

Participant feedback
Example

Your bonus for the experiment. The computer now randomly decided which of the three
tasks you played will be payed as a bonus to you. The computer drew part 1 for you. In
this part your investment decision was: Clean energy. The associated risk of this decision
to return nothing was: 80%. The computer randomly decided that this risk would realize.
Your payoff for this task is thus the initial Endowment of 1500 ECU - the cost of your
investment (1500 ECU), i.e., 0.00 ECU.
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